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Abstract

Accidental mistakes, annotator biases and encoding problems are just some
of the reasons why the labels ML classifiers train on are rarely fully reliable.
This thesis explores in depth a newly proposed solution to label noise, the
Noisy Label Neural Network algorithm. To this algorithm, noise is a channel that transforms each correct label into either a copy or an error. The
likelihood of mislabeling is given by the noise parameter, a confusion matrix
which holds for each class the likelihood of being transformed into another
class. The Noisy Label Neural Network simultaneously learns the noise parameter and the neural network parameters through back-propagation and
Expectation Maximization algorithm iterations. Handling noise this way
is successful on MNIST handwriting recognition and TIMIT phoneme classification data that has been injected with noise, but the method has not
been tested on higher-level linguistic tasks. Because of the known presence of label noise in topic classification databases, I test the method on
Reuters-21578 data, on which it achieves significantly better results than a
standard neural network approach. Label noise is also a known problem in
knowledge-based Named Entity Recognition (NER) approaches. I therefore
propose a cycle of automatic gazetteer-reliant labeling, deep learning and
iterative noise-distribution estimation to quickly and easily produce more
reliable labels using only gazetteers. This method is very effective on uniformly noisy NER-tags and has some benefit when used on automatically
generated labels. This proves noise-robust methods such as the NLNN algorithm can help deal with random errors as well as less predictable noise
sources that hinder progress in Natural Language Processing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Since the birth of machine learning the capacity to recognise pattern computationally has grown significantly. Dreams of human-like artificial intelligence have not yet been fulfilled, but the current ability of classifiers,
in particularly non-linear ones, to detect latent topics in natural language
texts, to recognise human faces in everyday photographs and to meticulously replicate the painting style of famous artists is nevertheless very impressive. Although much progress has been made, complex tasks including
fully-developed, completely unsupervised processing of language is a challenging goal whose accomplishment still lies in the future.
The strength of modern computer science and its best shot at solving the
open problem of language is the generality and transferability of data mining
algorithms. By being non-task-specific, these algorithms can be tested on
different datasets and exchanged between researchers working on different
tasks. Thus they permeate the community and undergo improvements as
they do so.
Furthermore, learning in humans is in itself a general multi-purpose skill. It
involves an adaptation to the environment and a storage of all kinds of past
experiences to better deal with all kinds of future circumstances. Through
adapting and learning, humans manage to succeed at a very wide variety
of tasks, including language. The phenomenon of adaptability has inspired
an interest among information scientists in joining the mission of endowing
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machines with learning capacity. This endeavor has grown into the field
of pattern recognition or machine learning, with the latter term eventually
becoming more popular.
Although the term ‘machine learning’ is currently more popular , the name
‘pattern recognition’ rightly suggests that the simulation and modeling of
learning is often synonymous with the simulation and modeling of pattern
detection. Pattern detection has turned into the most well-known paradigm
of machine learning, namely the paradigm of classification. Classification
consists of a training set, a classifier and an evaluation phase. It is essentially
the task of taking an as large as possible number of instances of a fixed
number of concepts with the aim of recognising for new instances which
concept they belong to.
The skill of detecting trends in examples and the skill of sorting items into
groups is certainly essential to human cognition, but it is not the only aspect
of learning. Other learning processes include the acquisition of declarative
knowledge, where a concept or a relationship is directly transferred through
language or some other symbolic system a concept. This could be treated
as a subtype of classification, where another learning, perhaps a human
one, has gone through the process of classification, found a highly reliable
heuristic and transfers this heuristic to improve the classification abilities of
another learner who then does not need to peruse examples. Moving back to
machine learning, the mechanical or computational equivalent of knowledge
transferral can be found in what is known as knowledge-based approaches.
There is something particularly inspirational about computational learning
methods which are completely independent and go through the process of
gathering, distilling, verifying and applying knowledge from start to finish
without any further human intervention after the writing of the script. Particularly when it comes to language processing and production, an NLP
module which performs all tasks without supervision feels most true to the
mission of artificial intelligence and automatisation of cognition and language. However, systems which most closely mimic humans, who form an
autonomous system due to physical limitations, are not by virtue of this
property alone guaranteed to be most effective at solving tasks. And as already mentioned, humans themselves by no means learn without supervision
or without accepting external knowledge.
All the observations made thus far apply to the current state-of-the-art in the
2
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field of Named Entity Recognition. Named Entity Recognition is concerned
with the detection of entities such a persons, places and organisations in
natural text. It is a classification task that has relied on traditional learning
techniques, that often benefits from external knowledge sources and that has
recently been influenced by the progress in deep learning. However, due to
the importance of non-linguistic encyclopaedic knowledge for Named Entity
Recognition it is not certain that deep learning will revolutionise the field
the way it has other domains.
Figure 1.1: Data scarcity in multilingual NER, with
on the far left the size of English, Swedish and German wikipedia and on the far right Herero, Kanuri
and Turu

Having emphasised that the theoretical and aesthetic appeal of unsupervised
learning does not make it a better solution to machine learning problems
per se, what a trend away from human supervision offers as an advantage is
a significant drop in required time and effort. It is this efficiency that comes
with reducing human involvement that makes unsupervised techniques most
attractive, and it is efficiency that is also needed in NER, as continued investment in the building of NE-tagged data is costly and does not guarantee
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large of reliable resources. Continued reliance on human-annotated data
can be especially harmful by skewing research even further towards large,
popular languages, while research that makes machine learning less reliant
on training instances open the door to the study of languages for which few
or no tagged datasets exist.
Currently, an important form of reliance on human annotation is reliance on
human correction and human expertise in labeling the input to classifiers.
Automatic labeling techniques may be faulted for being too noisy to be useful
for real tasks. Meanwhile, expert human annotators are not always available
and both less competent and very competent annotators make mistakes.
Most of the best-performing non-linear classifiers do not explicitly deal with
this problem. Instead, even when noise in features is dealt with through for
example data cleaning, machine learning systems are otherwise built under
the assumption of reliable labels, or at least under the assumption that the
data is large enough in size to display a clear pattern relationship features
and labels despite some noise. And yet even good classifiers struggle when
the labels used for training are inconsistent. In fact, noisy labels have been
shown to be more harmful than noisy features [30].
One solution that has been proposed for label noise is the so-called Noisy
Labels Neural Network (Noisy Labels Neural Network) an approach which
estimates a noise distribution and uses it to improve the performance of a
neural network [2]. The noise distribution is approximated with the Expectation Maximization algorithm based on estimations of true, non-noisy labels
produced by a neural network. This approach is elegant in its simplicity and
its effectiveness can be demonstrated on standard datasets. However, the
datasets that have thus far been used to test its performance were limited
to MNIST handwriting recognition data and TIMIT phoneme classification
data. The approach is very recent at the time of writing (2016) and has not
been studied by other scholars.
At its basis this thesis aims to explore whether a NLNN helps to improve an
existing knowledge-based approach to Named Entity Recognition by treating
automatically generated labels, not hand-annotated labels, as a noisy gold
standard. If successful, such an approach can be used to create improved
data for low-resource language datasets to do further research on.
The application of a NLNN to a NER labeling task after automatic labeling
advances the field in two concrete directions compared to the original study
4
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conducted by Bekker & Goldberger [2]. The corresponding two research
questions are:

1. Does a NLNN produce the same positive results on a more complex
linguistic task?
2. Does a NLNN produce the same positive results on noise that is not
artificially generated, but is instead found in knowledge-based automatically generated data?

The procedure designed to answers these questions involves a number of
experiments, starting with a replication. More specifically, results are presented for the following tests:
1. A replication of the original NLNN experiment on MNIST handwriting
recognition data [2]
2. An application of the NLNN method to Reuters-21578 topic classification data
3. An application of the NLNN method to CoNLL-2003 named entity
recognition data
4. An application of the NLNN method to CoNLL-2003 named entity
recognition data tagged with a knowledge-based distant supervision
tagger
Redoing the MNIST experiment demonstrates the methods replicability under similar circumstances. It also guarantees proper re-implementation of
the method and the noise-generation technique.
Applying the method to topic classification reveals what effect the NLNN
achieves on a moderately more complex task. The relation between typed
numbers and handwritten digits and between abstract phonemes and phones
in speech is straight-forward compared to text classification. In topic assignment the task is more difficult due to pre-experiment uncertainty about what
constitutes the best possible set of topics to describe a range of texts. It is
also more difficult to say how a human infers the topic from the words in
5
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a text. This inference can also be achieved by a non-linear classifier, but
the process by which it does this cannot be visualised or conceptualised as
easily, so it is not clear how noise will disrupt the non-linear classifier and
whether the noise-robustness module can counteract this disruption.
The next step is to apply the NLNN to NER using the same noise generation
method. NER represents an even more complex task, because named entities
are detected by humans not only based on context words and features of
the word itself but often require previous world knowledge. Named Entity
Recognition is also not too popular for neural networks studies [42] and
so the ability of the NLNN to detect patterns is not guaranteed. Proving
transferability of the EM module for detecting noise in NER data is evidence
for the effectiveness of estimating a noise distribution this way in a less
controlled environment.
Because named entity tagging is still often done using gazetteers based on,
for example, wikipedia, and since these knowledge-based approaches are
known to be noisy, automatically labeled NER data is an opportunity to
see whether the NLNN can detect noise in a real world dataset. That is
why the final step is the application of the NLNN method to data that was
NE-tagged with a knowledge-based distant supervision tagger. This is then
presented as a combined Knowledge-based / NLNN approach.
Before presenting the studies, this thesis opens with a chapter more thorough discussing the need for noise-robust methods. It presents a number of
existing solutions and compares them to the NLNN method, highlighting its
advantages. The NLNN method is the explained separately in Chapter 4.
This forms the basis for a motivation of the experiments on other datasets.
Chapters 4 through 6 then follow presenting three experiments. The first
gives the results of a NLNN replication on MNIST data, proving the reliability of the original findings on this data set. This is followed by the
results achieved on a text categorization task on Reuters-21578 data, which
further demonstrates that the NLNN algorithm can be transferred to other
less simple tasks.
The final of these three chapters assesses the performance of a NLNN on
NE-tagged data from two sources, the CoNLL-2003 shared task on the one
hand and the Broad Operational Language Translation (BOLT) corpus of
translated Hausa on the other hand. Noisy tags for these data sets will
6
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be human annotations to which artificial noise has been added and on the
other hand automatic labels based on name lists. Given the lack of resources
for named entity tagging in Hausa, the section on this experiment also includes the final experiment, which evaluates performance on natural noise
generated with a weakly-supervised knowledge-based tagger [10].

7
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Background
The goal of machine learning is to detect patterns in data, ideally with
as little human intervention as possible. Human involvement in machine
learning centers on the creation of training data which is intended to contain
enough information from which to derive patterns. The purpose is to learn
enough from training instances to categorise test instances.
A commonality of supervised, semi-supervised and weakly supervised approaches is that a certain amount of instances are labeled in advance, and
these labeled instances are used as a starting point. The learning then either completely relies on these annotations to learn which attributes tend to
correspond to which categorisations, or it expands upon the original dataset
[56]. In some approaches initial seed examples are expanded upon through
bootstrapping or self-training.
Although there is a great interest in non-supervised approaches which do
not use any annotations, most experiments still fall within this paradigm.
This includes the methods that will be discussed within these thesis. Some
of the experiments that are covered rely fully on labeled training data, but
the aim is to explore whether a system which can learn from noisy data
and which would normally feature in a supervised approach, can actually be
used as a follow-up or clean-up step in combination with a non-supervised
or weakly supervised approach.
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The assumption in machine learning techniques which use labels is that
these labels represent a gold standard: a correct and reliable categorisation
of the instances provided by expert humans. Even thought it is known
that in practice human annotators are often not experts and often lack the
time and knowledge to provide perfectly correct labels, the machine learning
algorithm still treats those labels as truth.
Aside from the human annotation that is done within supervised and semisupervised techniques, human involvement in machine learning may also
consist of providing the learning algorithm with external information. This
is the case in what is called distant supervision, a style of machine learning
that automatically labels unannotated instances using knowledge provided
by a human for the purpose of generating training data. If the provided
knowledge consists of fixed lists, a fixed amount of time and effort, namely
that which is needed to create the lists, can be used to label as large an
amount of text as needed. This makes distant supervision a fast and cheap
method of creating training data.
For tasks which rely heavily on knowledge that cannot be gleaned from
input representations, such as Named Entity Recognition, distant supervision often yields considerable results, especially when combined with supervised learning. There is discussion ongoing in Named Entity Recognition of
whether the task requires gazetteers at all, and in which capacity they are
needed, as some studies show that systems still score high using no or small
knowledge sources ??.
One aspect of this discussion is that knowledge-based NE-tagging introduces
noise. On their own, automatic labeling algorithms are by nature simplistic and can even be called crude. For example, they may involve stringmatching. The results of standard knowledge-based distant supervision this
often contain a lot of noise. This is why distant supervision approaches will
claim to create training data rather than final results [10].
In their study on label noise on the subtask of fine-grained Entity Typing
Ren et al. [46] accurately illustrated the problem of label noise arising during distant supervision (Figure 2.1). The systems are unable to make fine
distinction due to not being sensitive to context. The figure shows how the
system is unequipped to pick up on subtle differences in the context of a
string which influence how it should be typed. Of course fewer such subtleties play a rule when tagging the three classical named entities PERSON,
9
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ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, but the noise that arises is similar.
Figure 2.1: Examples of NER taggers assigning
types to a retrieved entity, where only some types
are correct given the context (in blue) [46, p. 1]

Supervised, semi-supervised and distantly supervised labeling methods all
fail to produce noise-free, fully reliable labels. Human annotators may be
insufficiently instructed or lack the time to correct mistakes in their labels.
Labeling algorithms may be insufficiently sophisticated. Since noise in label
data has been proven to harm performance ([30] [38] [55]), systems which do
not deal with noise in some way have a weakness. It is therefore important
to develop more and better noise-robust versions of or alternative to noisesensitive machine learning techniques.

2.1

The problem of label noise

When supervised machine learning methods are used, gold standards are
typically assumed to be reliable, or at least the closest possible thing to a
reliable standard. And yet, for a variety of reasons training instances may be
labeled in a way that does not capture an underlying relationship between
representations and labels in such a way that the machine learning algorithm
can retrieve the pattern. If due to human error or other kinds of noise the
10
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labels do not correspond to learnable differences in feature distributions,
classifiers cannot output the desired predictions and their performance will
go down [30].
This problem of label quality can be treated in a number of ways. One way
is to state that machine learning faces a serious problem because it relies on
datasets which are polluted or corrupted by label errors, in short, it faces a
problem of label noise. The term label noise implies mislabeling, but may
also be used also to refer not to errors but to more subtle subjectivity in
labeling.
Another angle one can take is to view the problem in terms of label inconsistency. Using the term inconsistency focuses on a discrepancy between
what labels can be expected based on the input features and what labels are
actually observed in the annotations but leaves open whether this is caused
by errors or potentially by other factors. This for example reflects the belief
that mislabeling occurs especially when the data that is to be annotated
has a complex structure or when the task is inherently difficult [2]. In this
context a flawless human upper-bound for the task may not exist and failure
to reach perfect consistency is normal.
A third angle is already implicitly found in methods which deal with noise
in ways that are similar to or based on techniques for avoiding overfitting
and other acknowledged problems with data including missing values. Noisy
items can be fit into this frame by treating them as non-typical, less useful
or less central items whose influence on the machine learning process should
be minimised through regularisation techniques (e.g. [45]). It is thus also
possible to speak of noisy or inconsistent labels as a problem of outliers. A
noisy item may be exactly an outlier if it concerns an instance with unusual
features which is therefore difficult to classify. A noisy item may also be
seen as a kind of missing item: an item for which the features but not the
label is useful to the classifier.
These different views correspond to different proposed solutions. For instance, a solution to inconsistency, illustrated in Figure 2.2, may involve
clustering items on their percepts prior to learning. The assumption here
is that items can be more or less similar to each other and that is a similar
item has a different label, this may be a mislabeling [13], [3], [43]. Within an
noise-as-outlier perspective, noise may be handled thorugh regularization.
When label noise is seen as a specific kind of error, one can try to model it.
11
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It is the latter approach which takes center stage in this study.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of inconsistently labeled
samples

Because label noise decreases the accuracy of predictions, learning from
data with noisy labels requires more training instances and more complex
models. In order to use data to greater advantage, it is desirable to develop
noise-robust machine learning methods. This is particularly the case for
neural networks which have shown impressive achievements on various tasks
in recent years. The performance of neural networks depends to a large
degree, however, on its ability to process and learn from very large amounts
of labeled instances [49]. When given average-sized data sets it tends not to
outperform traditional classification techniques. Because large datasets are
more likely to have been crowd-sourced or automatically generated, they are
more likely to contain noise than small, hand-crafted datasets.
Before addressing different approaches to dealing with label noise, it is worth
establishing a classification of label noise. For this typology, noise is conceptualised as a noise channel, as in Bekker & Goldberger [2]. A noisy channel
transforms true labels y to noisy labels z as in Figure 2.3. The nature of the
noisy channel differs depending on the source of the noise. On an abstract
level, label noise can be caused either by unpredictable, random errors or by
errors which follow a pattern. In a concrete method, this translates to noise
being modeled either as uniform noise or noise according to a permutation.

12
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Figure 2.3: Model of noise as a noisy channel

2.2

A typology of noise

An important thing to understand about noise is that it is multi-faceted. It
can be caused by different things and it can take many shapes. Studies on
noise exist, although there are fewer studies on label noise than on attribute
noise, and what they have shown is that label noise is more frequent than one
would expect([1], [14]). The nature of the noise is less well-studied. In this
section the noisy data problem is framed to point out what important aspects
of noise are worth keeping in mind. Even though many limitations exist
while conducting studies on noise, and they do also for the experiments in
the following chapters (Chapter 4), an attempt to understand the underlying
complexity still improves the quality of the discussion that follows those
studies.
We can distinguish between two types of noise. The first is random noise,
which is independent of the input features and of the true label. The second
is non-random noise, which depends on the true label and can also depend
on the features. This binary typology assumes that noise is an unwanted
label or a trend towards wrong labeling that could have been avoided. Not
considered are cases were consistent labeling is impossible because the label
set is too small to capture the data or when the description language is
badly designed.
The two types of noise differ in their distribution and their impact on performance, but also in what causes them and how they might be remedied.
Most studies that look at label noise deal with random noise, although an
example of a study that involves non-random noise is Lachenbruch (1974)
[25].
Any large data set is bound to have some amount of noise in it. Even highly
13
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trained human annotators sometimes make mistakes, and even highly effective label generation methods may be unprepared to deal with certain
unseen feature configurations, such as those caused by encoding errors. If
fact, estimates say around five percent of databases is taken up by encoding errors [31], [44]. Furthermore, many labeling tasks involve ambiguous
instances and instances whose characteristics place them somewhere in between two classes. For this reason, it is realistic to assume a margin of noise
in any set of labels. If the errors do not depend on any other variables, that
is, the observed labels ŷ do not depend on the true label y or on the features
x, then we speak of random noise (illustrated in Figure 2.4, adapted from
[14]).
Figure 2.4: Model of random noise, where Ŷ is the
noisy label, E is the noise distribution, Y is the true
label and X is the input sample

Aside from a margin of random noise, datasets can also contain non-random
errors. This is true in the case of errors made at class boundaries, or errors
made for rare classes. Non-random noise can also be cause by noise in the
training data that causes some instances to be difficult or impossible to consistently classify. Furthermore, in the case of human annotation, wrongly or
shallowly interpreted instructions can lead to bias, and even very competent
annotators may annotate differently when the task is inherently subjective,
a good example being phoneme boundary classification. In all these situations, the probability of a true label exiting the noisy channel as a different
label can be dependent on the label’s identity, or on the instance’s features
(illustrated in Figure 2.5, adapted from [14]).

14
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2.3

Experiments on noise

Random noise can straight-forwardly be modeled as uniform noise. A uniform noise model takes a noise rate or error rate, which corresponds to the
amount of noise present in the data. This noise rate is then distributed
uniformly across classes. This means that each true label of a certain class
has the same likelihood of being a different label in the noisy data and the
noisy label it receives can be of each class with equal likelihood.
In the case of human annotations, it is possible that humans may prefer to
assign the label of a frequent class rather than a less frequent class when they
are in doubt about the true label. In this case the error is not random in
the strict sense of the word, but the tendency to over-assign a frequent class
itself does not depend on either the true label y or on the features x. For
this reason, uniform noise models may need to incorporate class frequency
in the noise distribution.
Dependence on the true label y can be modeled as permutation noise. Permutation noise transforms each true label to a different label with a probability p that follows a certain permutation. Permutation noise does not
model dependence on the features x. Since there are more configurations
of features then there are labels, modeling noise dependence on features is
harder to achieve. One solution is to establish, prior to applying artificial
noise, what configuration of features represents a prototypical instance of
each class, and increase the likelihood of noise for instance whose feature
vector is more distant to the prototype.
Another way of modeling noise is taking the output of an suboptimal classifier on a data set for which annotations exist, and treating this output as
a noisy variant of the existing gold standard. The output of classification
systems represents a set of labels that might be used in a real-world context,
and it contains errors that would occur in that real-world situation. Since
the gold standard, even if it is not fully reliable, is still likely to contain
fewer errors, it provides a way of determining which labels are errors. That
means this approach is a more natural way to test noise-robustness than
inserting artificial noise.
The most optimal source of noisy data in an experiment on noise-robustness
would of course be a dataset in which the mislabeled instances have identified
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by human annotators. Such datasets exist, but they are very few. Inserting
noise by randomly changing labels or by changing labels according to a
permutation is more common. In the future, it may be desirable to invest
in the creation of noise-annotated dataset so that more will be known about
real-world label noise and so that proposed solutions can be assessed more
thoroughly.
In this thesis, each of the three noise model will be featured, with increasing
complexity. The replication will only include uniform noise. The dataset
for the Text classification experiment will be injected with artificial uniform
noise as well as permutation noise. For the final dataset the NLNN will be
tested both on labels injected with uniform and permutation noise and on
labels that contain considerable natural noise.
Figure 2.5: Model of non-random noise, where Ŷ is
the noisy label, E is the noise distribution, Y is the
true label and X is the input sample

2.4

The impact of noise

Evidence of the negative effect of label noise on machine learning algorithms
dates back to at least the 1960s. Lachenbruch, for example, showed that
label noise (specifically scale contamination and location contamination)
of initially misclassified samples have an effect on future predictions when
prior probabilities of the two populations are unequal [24]. Similar effects
of misclassifications have been shown quite extensively on traditional data
mining algorithms, including k NN classifiers, linear classifiers, quadratic
classifiers, as well decision trees and support vector machines (SVMs) ([24],
[25], [30], [40]).
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Studies also exist which specifically study the impact of noise, comparing
types of noise in a survey. Label noise is often mentioned among other types
of noise and compared to input attribute noise. Quinlan [40] applied noise
to (1) the most noise-sensitive input attribute, (2) all of the input attributes,
(3) the class labels. The chosen algorithm was the ID3 induction algorithm.
Zhu et al (2003) and Zhu and Wu (2004) investigated noise appllied to (1)
all of the input attributes, (2) the class labels, (3) the test data, (4) the
training data, (5) both the test and the training data. The algorithms
that were investigated were the C4.5 algorithm, the HCV algorithm, the 1R
algorithm and the Prism algorithm. Although several comparative studies
have been conducted, none have investigated the effect of noise on neural
networks [30], [54], [55].
In cases where this is possible, noise can be combatted by collecting more
training instances or alternatively by removing suspicious or erroneous items.
Depending on the algorithm that is used, the problem can also be solved
by increasing the complexity and computing power of the model, e.g. by
increasing the number of nodes in a decision tree [4].
But since this is not always possible and often costly, it is common to analyse data mining algorithms specifically on their ability to withstand noise
and other imperfections in data like missing labels. Algorithms may be
called noise-sensitive if their performances decreases drastically when erroneous features or labels are introduced to the data. Although all learning
algorithms, by virtue of learning patterns from data, will make lower-quality
predictions if the data is of lower quality, it is still the case that some learning techniques are more noise tolerant than others. One way of coping with
noisy data is by being aware of which algorithms are noise-tolerant and relying, if possible, on these techniques. For example, when using decision trees
noise-robustness can be increased by choosing an optimal node splitting criterion.
Attempts to make algorithms more noise-robust come in a two forms. One
form is the introduction of a prior step or a built-in module which cleanses
data prior to training. The other form is the inclusion of modules or calculations which specifically prevent performance degradation as a result of
noise.
Anti-noise features implemented within an algorithm are in some cases similar to techniques for avoiding overfitting, techniques which detect outliers,
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or techniques which achieve robustness to missing labels. Such techniques
can be re-thought to help combat noise in an approach which looks at noise
as a problem of outliers or missing values, as has been done by, for example,
Larsen et al. [26].
Techniques which resemble missing value-robust adaptation will help especially when the noisy labels impact the learner by causing it to overfit and
lose generalisability. This is the case when most of the harm caused by noisy
instances can be attributed to the learner fitting itself to correctly classify
the misclassified instances, a scenario which is illustrated in Figure 2.6 [30,
p. 10].
Figure 2.6: Example of a rule induction method
overfitting to mislabeled instances [30, p.10]

Techniques that have received commendation for combating missing labels
are maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian multiple imputation (MI) [48].
Missing values can also be dealt with by producing at prediction time predictions for unlabeled instances if a high-confidence prediction can be made.
This can be achieved by including a term in the cross-entropy loss in order
to encourage high-confidence predictions [45], [16], [17].
The NLNN method which is the focus of this thesis falls instead in the category of noise-robust algorithms, since the algorithm contains within itself a
mechanism that deals with unreliable items. This next section will discuss
some noise-robust algorithms similar to the NLNN method to contextualise
it.
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2.5

Attempts at noise-robustness

Methods to make deep learning approaches robust to noise before the NLNN
([2]) approach have not explicitly modeled a noise distribution. Larsen et
al. ([26]) referred to noise as outlier probability, which was a parameter
incorporated in the posterior probability and learned by the network. The
outlier probability was not made dependent on the original class label or the
feature input.
A more advanced noise model that is dependent on the true label was proposed by Mnih & Hinton ([?]). This is noise-robust method developed for
deep learning which uses robust loss functions. It is robust to missing class
assignments and to errors. The method falls into a category of systems
which achieve robustness by changing the objective to the loss.
Similarly, Lee [29] proposed a noise-robust neural network approached using
minimum entropy regularization. This approach involves outpullting socalled pseudo-labels as training data for unlabeled data. Only very few
labeled instances were needed to improve performance on MNIST data.
Another successful approach to noise has been presented by Reed et al. [45].
They chose to improve predictions by incorporating an entropy regularization term to the network’s cost function. This term represents a notion of
consistency. Consistency here is when labels are consistent with percepts,
that is, when instances with similar feature configurations are being given
the same predictions. A notion of perceptual consistency is inserted into an
otherwise standard prediction objective. This method is generic and handles both noisy labels and missing labels, enabling semi-supervised learning,
although it again does not explicitly model the noise pattern. Like Mnih
& Hinton ([?]), the handling of label omissions and errors is done in the
cost function, but the difference lies between designing cost functions for
different types of noise as opposed to using a more generic loss objective.
Another introduction made by Reed et al. [45] is a bootstrapping scheme in
which the learning algorithms bases future decisions on earlier disagreements
from the gold standard. In bootstrapping, unlabeled examples are labeled
based on a small list of labeled examples called ‘seeds’. The small list of
seeds is used to train a classifier which then labels new examples and uses
these as seeds to improve itself. In the case of learning from noise, earlier
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disagreements which have improved the model justify a degree of deviance
from the observed labels, while a failure to improve indicates too strong a
divergence. The goal is to reach a balance between, on the one hand, trust in
the standard which is supposed to convey feature-label patterns and, on the
other hand, skepticism of labels which are not consistent with how similar
percepts were annotated.
Further, it is possible to model noise with a linear layer following the softmax
layer of the neural network, as shown by Sukhbaatar & Fergus ([49]). Two
more noise-robust neural network approaches were proposed in this study
to handle noisy labels. The authors modeled the noise distribution in two
ways: according to a top-down method (Figure 2.7) and according to a
bottom-up method (Figure 2.8). In the top-down model, noisy labels move
through the noise layer through a conversion with a matrix S the outcome
of which influences the training process. In the bottom-up method, the
noise layer is placed between the softmax layer and the cost layer. The
noise layer is a linear layer whose weight matrix has the shape of a noise
distribution. On ILSVRC2014 data this method reached state-of-the-art
detection performance. However, the added linear layer does not constitute
a model of a noisy channel as conceptualised in Fig 2.3).
Figure 2.7: Sukhbaatar & Fergus’ top-down noiserobust NN ([49, p. 5])

Figure 2.8: Sukhbaatar & Fergus’ bottom-up noiserobust NN ([49, p. 2])

Most of these experiments on noise-robustness do not involve real noise
that has been annotated for unreliability, since very few datasets have been
annotated for wrong labels [13]. Instead most studies assess performance
on noise that is artificially introduced by randomly substituting labels or by
changing labels according to a permutation [21], [55], ??, ??.
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The advantage of not relying on the available noise-annotated datasets is
that one can manipulate which kind of classification task the data should
come from in order to simulate the kind of environment that the noise-robust
method is being used in.
Reed et al [?]Reed), for instance, chose to insert noise during their experiment on MNIST data [28], as did Lee [29].
Sukhbaatar and Fergus [49] deliberately added noise to a Google street-view
house number dataset (SVHN) by randomly changing annotations according
to a pre-determined probability which was not uniform. They also, however,
experimented with real noise in Cifar-10 data. This was so-called outside
noise of items from categories that were not in the label set. The authors
also created a noisy counterpart to the presumed to be clean ImageNet
dataset by scrapping images from the web which they found by searching
for keywords.
There are two differences between the previous works and the Noisy Labels
Neural Network approach which is presented in the next chapter. Firstly,
previous works have not explicitly modeled a noise distribution from true
to noisy labels. Secondly, previous work has assumed the availability of
clean data from which a noise parameters can be learned. The question is
whether this more complex model will prove successful on more tasks and on
real noise. The next chapter describes how NLNN accomplishes the learning
of a probabilistic noise model without clean data.
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Noisy Label Neural Network
The Noisy Labels Neural Network algorithm developed by Bekker & Goldberger [2] addresses the problem of NN training on noisy labels by introducing a noisy layer outside of the NN architecture. This noise layer is conceptually similar to the noise layer in Sukhbaatar and Fergus’s bottom-up model
[49], but is instead modeled by a noise parameter. The noise parameter
is a class size by class size confusion matrix containing the transformation
probabilities from true labels to noisy labels. The overall parameter set
of both the neural network parameters and the noise parameter is learned
through standard backpropagation and the Expectation Maximization algorithm [11]. This chapter describes that training process in detail and
discusses evidence for its effectiveness. The equations and variable names
in this chapter were kept equal to their original forms in [2].
The noise channel in Figure 3.1 would ideally be modeled in a way that
takes into accounts all dependencies. But without any constraints on the
model, there would be an infinite number of possible maximum likelihood
solutions [15]. The NLNN method limits this scope by accepting a neural
networks output as a starting estimation of the true labels behind a set of
noisy labels. It then defines a noise distribution parameter which assumes
only dependence between the noisy label and the true label, including no
explicit model of influence on the noise distribution from the input features.
Under these circumstance, it is possible to iteratively improve both the
estimations of the hidden true labels and the unknown conditional noise
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distribution using the Expectation Maximization algorithm, thereby finding
at least a local optimum for the model’s over all likelihood.
Figure 3.1: Model of noise as a noisy channel

A noisy channel can be conceptualised as a transformation from true labels
to observed, unreliable labels. If the true labels associated with a data set
were to be available as well as a noisy version of these annotations, and
if their number was large enough, simple frequency statistics could provide
a decent estimation of the parameter governing this transformation. This
estimation would take the form of a confusion matrix of misclassification
probabilities for each class, to each class.
However, often no clean or corrected version of the observed labels exists.
Correcting errors in annotation is very costly and in some cases simply not
possible. The NLNN approach, unlike predecessors like [45], assumes that
indeed no clean data is available and must be estimated. The true labels
and the noise distribution are thus unknown. They constitute a hidden
variable to be estimated by the Expectation Maximization algorithm which
has proven useful for approximately calculating such latent variables.
The Expectation Maximization algorithm is an iterative process for finding
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) for the noise distribution in two steps, the
Expectation step and the Maximization step. In this context, it learns the
optimal values for an unknown noise parameter.

Expectation (E) step The E-step defines a function for the expectation
of log-likelihood using the current estimate for the parameters.
Maximization (M) step The M-step finds parameter settings which maximises the likelihood of the function in the E-step computes parameters, and returns them to be used in the E-step during the next iteration.
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One drawback of EM is that it tends to converge to a local optimum without
reaching the global optimum. The consequence is that proper initialisation
is crucial, which is counter to the need for solutions which estimate variables
for which little prior information exists. Nevertheless, EM has previously
enabled recovery from label unreliability as part of an algorithm constructing
a kernel Fisher discrimant (KFD) [27]. In this approach, the E-step used
output of the discriminant (class conditional probabilities) and the M-step
updated flip probabilities and updated the KFD algorithm’s parameters.
This proved effective on a set of construction images taken from The Corel
Gallery 1,000,000 Collection (Corel Corporation Ltd, 1998).
A solution to the initialisation problem can be find in the neural network
predictions. The neural network bases its prediction on instances’ attributes.
A well-trained, highly accurate neural network may therefore be more consistent to the instances than any potentially noisy dataset, with consistency
referring to the concept of perceptual consistency introduced in Section 2.1
([45], Figure 3.3). This consistency works against the neural network upon
evaluation as ‘corrections’ of noisy labels count as mistakes, but it makes
the output of neural network a promising potential first estimate of the true
labels.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of inconsistently labeled
samples, which a NN may label correctly

Noisy Labels Neural Network Given that the noise distribution θ is of interest
for better predicting the true labels y of an unseen instance, the final aim is to
know the p(y = i|x; w) where x is a feature vector and w is the parameter set
of a classifier. However, since y passes through a noise channel as in Figure
3.1 it is observed only in its transformed, noisy form z. The probability of z
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is then the probability of each possible hidden variable times the probability
of the noise transformation from each possible hidden class to the observed
label z, or:

p(z = j|x; w, θ) =

k
X

p(z = j|y = i; θ)p(y = i|x; w)

i=1

A neural network bases its prediction only on instances’ attributes and not
on any other input. A well-trained, highly accurate neural network may
therefore be more consistent to the instances than any potentially noisy
dataset, with consistency referring to the concept of perceptual consistency
introduced in Section 2.1 ([45], Figure 3.3). This consistency works against
the neural network upon evaluation as ‘corrections’ of noisy labels count as
mistakes, but it makes the output of neural network a promising potential
first estimate of the true labels.
Using the classifier’s output as p(y = i|x; w) then, an initialisation for the
hidden variable is in place. Based on this an initial confusion matrix θ can
be calculated as follows:
P
θ(i, j) =

t 1{zt =j} p(yt

= i|xt ; w)
t p(yt = i|xt ; w)

P

This confusion matrix can then be used to re-calculate an estimation of
hidden true labels to complete the first Expectation step. The estimated
labels are based on the noisy labels and the current parameters:

cti = p(yt = i|xt , zt ; w0 , θ0 )
p(zt |yt = i; θ0 )p(yt = i|xt ; w0 )
=P
j p(zt |yt = j; θ0 )p(yt = i|xt ; w0 )
What remains is to use the updated estimated true labels to update the
neural network during the Maximization step. Upon re-training, the network
will output predictions which should be better estimates of the true labels
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on the following iteration. By learning a model based on labels closer to the
truth, performance at test time on clean test data should rise.
P
θ(i, j) =

t cti 1{zt =j}

P

t cti

The full NLNN model is illustrated in Figure 3.3. In this illustration, x
represents the feature vectors given as input. Parameter w stands for the
total of weights and biases that make up the neural network structure, which
can have an arbitrary complexity. The output of the network, y, gives
predictions of labels that increasingly disregard noise in the data. The noise
distribution parameter θ gives the likelihood of each true label being given
a different label in the given annotations z.

θ(i, j) = p(z = j|y = i)
Figure 3.3: Model used as the basis of the NLNN
algorithm

The result is an iterative algorithm named the Noisy Labels Neural-Network
algorithm given in Table 3.1 (adapted from [2, p. 3]). In between iterations
the NN model does not need to be fully trained. In the experiments in future
chapters, for instance, the neural network will produce estimation after only
10 iterations. Pre-training, however is quite important for the success of the
algorithm.
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Input Data-points x and corresponding labels z
Initialisation

1. Pre-train NN

2. Output parameter w and predictions y
3. Initialise θ based on predictions y and original labels z
E-step Estimate true labels c based on parameter w and initialised θ
M-step

1. Re-compute θ based on c

2. Re-train NN to maximise likelihood based on c
Iterate Repeat E-step and M-step until likelihood converges
Output Predictions y, NN parameter w and noise parameter θ
Table 3.1: the NLNN algorithm
The effectiveness of this explicit noise modeling was tested on the MNIST
corpus of handwritten digits and the TIMIT database of continuous speech.
corpus The MNIST database has 60,000 images for training and 10,000
images for testing of 28 by 28 pixels. The TIMIT database has 1.5 million
training frames and 500,000 testing frames, where each frame is the Mel
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) of the signal.
The neural network architecture was an NN of two hidden layers, one of
500 and and one of 300 neurons. The network was trained with backpropagation algorithm with an adaptive learning rate. Convergence was
determined based on likelihood.
The data was artifically made noisy by flipping labels randomly, with the
new label being drawn from a uniform distribution.
On MNIST data, NLNN outperformed the standard NN algorithm at every
noise fraction and achieved the same results as when the noise distribution
was known. On TIMIT data, NLNN was not able to completely recover
from noise at higher noise levels, but still outperformed a non-noise-robust
NN.
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Although these experiments show that it is possible to learn a uniform noise
distribution on two datasets, there are many open questions about its effectiveness in circumstances other than the simple tasks used in the original
paper. In particular, I aim to explore whether the method is effective on
more complex tasks, and whether it is effective at dealing with real noise
encountered in standard datasets. The experiments described in the next
section have been designed to first and foremost, replicate performance and
discuss differences, to then test performance on a more complex task in
which training instances represent a text, and finally to test performance on
a more complex task.
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Experiments
So far NLNNs have proven effective on two tasks: a handwriting recognition
task and phoneme classification task [2]. These two experiments involved
standard datasets that were artificially corrupted according to a uniform distribution and according to a permutation. What they do not demonstrate
is whether a NLNN also improves performance on tasks that are considered
more complex and on noise that is natural. Demonstrating this is considerably more difficult because it is harder to determine whether a failure to
find improvement points directly to a lack of effectiveness of the EM-based
approach or if instead there is another factor at play. This is because when
natural noise is involved it is harder to say what kind of noise is present in
the data and impossible to determine what the true distribution of the noise
is. The goal in this section is to work towards demonstrating transferability
to natural noise on a complex task by verifying three statements:

1. the effectiveness of the NLNN approach is replicable on the same task
using the same noise generation method
2. the NLNN approach is transferable to another, somewhat more complex task using the same noise generation method
3. the NLNN approach is transferable to another, decidedly more complex task using the same noise generation method
4. the NLNN approach is transferable to another, decidedly more com29
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plex task using a natural noise generation method
Within this framework, failure to demonstrate (4) transferability to a complex task using a natural noise generation method combined with success in
demonstrating (1), (2) and (3) transferability to other tasks including the
more complex task indicates that although transferability to the real-world
is not demonstrated, it may still be possible. However, if transferability to
the real-world is not demonstrated and transferability to a more complex
task failed even using artificial noise, it is more likely that the EM-based approach method is able to estimate a noise distribution under some conditions
but is in its current form not applicable to all types of noise.
The replicability of the NLNN approach is presented in the first experiment,
described in Section 4.1. The second experiment, described in Section 4.2
extends the NLNN approach to a text categorisation task. The section
explains the natural of noise in such data and the expected result of NLNN
use and compares this to the actual results that were obtained. The final
section of this chapter, Section 4.3, tries to verify question (3) and (4) by
applying the NLNN to NER data perturbed by artifical noise, and to NER
data produced by a distant supervision tagger.

4.1

Experiment 1: MNIST

Machine learning studies often test methods on the MNIST handwriting
recognition database, and this is true for studies on label noise as well [29],
[45]. The MNIST database contains handwritten digits between 0 and 9
represented as 28 by 28 pixel images. The dataset is fairly large, counting
55,000 training images and 10,000 testing images.
In Bekker and Goldberger’s [2] NLNN experiment on this data, the data was
not presumed to be noisy but noise was rather added to it two ways. The
first noise generation method entailed stochastical conversion of a random
selection of clean labels to incorrect labels, where new labels were chosen
from a uniform distribution. The second noise generation method involved
transforming each label with probability p to a different label according to
a predefined permutation. Some studies experiment with test noise as well
as training noise [14], but in the original MNIST experiment, the replication
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and also in experiments in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 test data is kept clean,
in order to allow validation of the approach.
The NLNN was trained on MNIST data in the following way. First, network parameters were initialised with a hundred epochs of standard backpropagation, where the input was noisy data. The EM algorithm was then
initiated and left to run until convergence of the likelihood and each iteration
also involved a re-training of the neural network for fifty epochs. Experimentation showed that resetting the neural network after each EM iteration
yields better results than continuing training with parameters tuned during
the previous iteration. About 10 iterations were needed to reach convergence
using this method.
Figure 4.1 shows the accuracy scores achieved at each fraction of noise for
the uniform noise type described above [2, p. 4]. The exact accuracy scores
are not available. The figure shows a comparison between three approaches:
a naive NN training algorithm which is unaware of noise, the NLNN model,
and a variant of the NLNN model where the correct noise distribution is
given and not updated during EM iterations. The NLNN noticeably outperforms the standard neural network and is also up to par with a model that
has access to the true distribution across all noise ratios. At higher noise
fractions accuracy NLNN performance does drop, but it remains better than
that of the naive NN.
Figure 4.1: NN, NLNN and NLNN-true θ performance on MNIST data as a function of uniform noise
[2, p. 4]
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In the replication study, this method was re-implemented as a python-based
program including an NN and an implementation of the Expectation Maximization algorithm following the description in Bekker & Goldberger [2].

4.1.1

Method

The re-implementation of NLNN was intentionally kept simple, as its aim
was a reconstruction of the method to prove understanding, rather than an
exact replication of the results. It built upon a Tensorflow model prepared
particularly for the MNIST dataset 1 which was adapted to facilitate interaction with the Expectation Maximization module and to do more elaborate
evaluation using precision, recall and the F1 score. The model consisted of
a single hidden layer of 500 neurons with tanh activation.
Among other changes were the removal of one of two hidden layer, the
omission of a learning rate, a reduction of the number of pre-training epochs
from 100 to 50, and a reduction from two types of artificial noise to only
one. The resulting system consisted of a single hidden layer that was pretrained for 50 epochs and then re-trained after each EM iteration for 10
epochs for up to 15 EM iterations, unless likelihood converged beforehand.
The noisy data was generated using Equation 4.1, which introduces uniform
noise with a percentage equal to p and divides this percentage over the
number of classes k minus the identical class.

θ(i, j) = p/k − 1

4.1.2

(4.1)

Results and conclusion

The results given in Figure fig:mnist show that the EM layer introduced by
the NLNN approach improves performance as predicted even for a simpler
underlying architecture. The NLNN recovers with roughly 0.05% accuracy
compared to an NN which is not updated after EM iterations. At a noise
fraction of more than 0.5, performance between the NLNN and NN is comparable. This is in line with the results obtained by Bekker & Goldberger
1

https://www.tensorflow.org/versions/r0.9/tutorials/mnist/beginners/index.html
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[2].
Figure 4.2: Replicated results on MNIST data as a
function of uniform noise

Since this replication is the first step towards a more general claim about
the effectiveness of NLNNs, the results are evaluated with commonly used
metrics. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 therefore also gives the precision, recall
and the F1 score 2 . Table 4.1 gives results prior to the application of the
EM algorithm and Table 4.2 shows the improved results after application of
the EM-module.
The findings are fairly consistent with the original results, but there is slight
difference in the slope. Overall performance is lower and there is a sharper
drop in performance, at 40% noise for the NN training method and at 50%
for the NLNN. Also, both methods converge at 60%, which was not the case
in the original experiment.
The results show that the NLNN procedure can be replicated. Not only
can it be replicated, it can be replicated using a different NN structure
2
The F1 -score or F1 -measure is a balanced F-score that gives a weighted average of
the precision and recall scores. Precision and recall contribute to the F1 score in equal
measures. The best possible value for an F1 score is 1 and the minimum score is 0.
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Noise fraction
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Acc
0.980
0.921
0.894
0.903
0.850
0.570
0.450

Prec
0.981
0.928
0.908
0.906
0.862
0.649
0.515

Rec
0.980
0.921
0.895
0.903
0.850
0.570
0.450

F1 -score
0.980
0.921
0.891
0.903
0.849
0.540
0.439

Table 4.1: NN performance on MNIST data as a function of uniform noise

Noise fraction
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Acc
0.980
0.942
0.951
0.981
0.935
0.901
0.452

Prec
0.981
0.947
0.954
0.981
0.937
0.906
0.519

Rec
0.980
0.942
0.951
0.981
0.935
0.901
0.452

F1 -score
0.980
0.942
0.952
0.981
0.935
0.901
0.437

Table 4.2: NLNN performance on MNIST data as a
function of uniform noise

while achieving comparable performance, showing the independence of the
EM algorithm from the classifier which produces the predictions y. On the
other hand, the overall performance does go down when the underlying NN
is less powerful and less recovery can be achieved from a high percentage
of noise. In summary, the NLNN method can improve performance with
up to 10% for uniform noise which comprises less than half of a well-sized
dataset.

4.2

Experiment 2: Text classification

Text classification or text categorization is the task of categorising natural
language texts into predefined categories. It is a well-studied field due to
its many potential uses such as the sorting of news stories into topics and
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the sorting of medical papers according to subdomains. These kind of tasks
often involve ever increasing numbers of documents that cannot be manually
classified in a short time.
In the context of this study, this text classification experiment represents an
intermediate step from an application to handwriting recognition to an application to named entity recognition. It extends the application of NLNN
to a type of data in which the connection between representations and attributes is less direct.
Text classification research relies on a number of standard datasets, among
which the Reuters datasets of Reuters news articles. Due to its popularity,
it functions as a benchmark for evaluating classifiers. A simple bag-of-words
approach using tf-idf obtains an F1 score of 84.1%, while modern approaches
using Distributed Document Representations can achieve an F1 score of
91.7% [20].
Topic classification is seen here as a moderately more complex task than
handwriting recognition or phoneme classification. The task requires determining for a text which topic it has out of a pre-determined set of possible
topics. The relation between topics and texts differs from the relation between digital numbers and handwritten digits and abstract phonemes and
phones in speech. In a handwriting recognition task each image is meant to
approximate one and only one possible digit. Ambiguity is possible, but not
intentional. Furthermore, the number of digits is limited and unambiguous.
In phoneme classification, the number of phonemes is larger and more discussion is possible about which phonemes constitute valid classes but in the
end it is possible to determine a fixed number of classes. Speech is made up
of combinations of exactly these phones.
The relation between topics and texts is different. Texts can easily discuss
more than one topics and the set of possible topics is theoretically endless,
although the relation between topic and text may be fairly direct in short
texts from a limited domain. Even if the data set comprises short texts
from a constrained domain, texts which discuss the same topic can feature
very different words in different combinations. In short, even though the
relation is learnable, it is less transparent how the learner accomplishes the
pattern detection and it is therefore less predictable how noise will affect
the learner’s performance.
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Furthermore, in topic assignment it is less certain than for handwritten
digit classification what constitutes the best possible set of classes. Many
topic words could be used to describe texts at an arbitrary level of finegrainedness. Humans would also have difficulty agreeing on the topic of
certain text. What is more, the process of deriving a topic from a text is
vaguer that the process of seeing a digit in a handwritten number. It is also
less easy to image what effect noise has on classifier attempting to solve this
task. This experiment aims to observe the effect this difference has on the
NLNN’s performance.
Although this experiment itself will not involve natural noise because it
functions as an intermediate step, it is good to point out some of what is
known about natural label noise in text categorization data. The creators
of the Reuters corpus themselves made an effort to manually correct errors
and publish a corrected corpus called RCV1-v2 [33] that could be used for
label noise studies on real-world noise.
However, it is not yet common to experiment with this cleaned data set. For
example, Zhang and Yang [53] rightly suggested that text categorization
research suffers from mislabeled documents but tested their error-robust
model by randomly flipping some Reuters-21578 instances.
Another study of noise in text classification data looked at variety of datasets
from this field and found that the class assignments were often unreliable and
contained many mistakes. The authors set out to study noise in attributes,
but found that potential research might do better to focus on label noise.
The assumption about datasets in this field that they were only marginally
corrupted by such noise was proven false. In many real life domains mislabelings make up more than 10 percent of the class assignments. A Contact
Center customer feedback dataset, for instance, was found to contain significant label noise. Due to uncertainty and ambiguity in how categories can
be interpreted prior to labeling, many of the annotations were inconsistent
[1]. Finding a noise-robust deep learning method that is effective for this
task is evidently useful.
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4.2.1

Method

The data chosen for the topic classification experiment was the aforementioned Reuters-21578 data 3 . This set consists of Reuters newswire texts
from 1987. As the name suggests, it holds 21758 newswires of which 8982
training instances and 2246 test instances. The news articles are classified
over 46 topics. In this version of the corpus, each text is assigned only
one topic. The expectation is that the NLNN will not be able to recover
from noise as well on this data as on MNIST data, because the relationship
between features and labels is less straightforward.
As for the replication (Section 4.1) the neural network architecture inside the
NLNN was intentionally kept simple, as the purpose is not to reach state-ofthe-art performance, but to demonstrate the effect of the EM module. The
architecture was built using the Keras neural network library and comprised
a multi-layer perceptron with a Rectified Linear hidden layer with dropout
(p=0.5) and categorical cross-entropy as a loss function. On top of this
architecture was the same EM module as used for the MNIST experiment,
and the data was made noisy according to the same formula.

4.2.2

Results

Figure 4.3 shows how a neural network and a Noisy Label Neural Network
perform when faced with training data that is increasingly noisy. Compared
to the MNIST results (Figure 4.2) both the NN and NLNN perform quite
well even when presented with 60% noisy training labels. In the MNIST
experiment, performance of both the NN and NLNN start dropping significantly at the same time, at around 40% noise. In the Reuters experiment
on the other hand, performance is still above 70% at a noise percentage of
60%.
Looking in more detail, the drop in performance for the NN at higher levels
of noise is both due to a loss of precision and a loss of recall. For this
task, precision overall is about 1% lower than recall, although once the EM
module is applied the difference decreases. The NLNN recovers from the
noise very well, staying steady at an F1 score of 0.78 regardless of the level
3

http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578/
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Figure 4.3: NN and NLNN performance on Reuters
data as a function of uniform noise

of noise (Tables 4.3, ??).
Noise fraction
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Acc
0.795
0.788
0.776
0.759
0.736
0.725
0.701

Prec
0.788
0.778
0.765
0.749
0.723
0.720
0.702

Rec
0.795
0.788
0.776
0.759
0.736
0.725
0.701

F1 -score
0.785
0.777
0.763
0.747
0.723
0.713
0.698

Table 4.3: NN performance on Reuters data as a function of uniform noise 4

Theoretically, the EM module should lose the ability to determine the underlying label distribution if there is too much noise. In order to make sure
that the EM module functions as intended, it is therefore helpful to see when
the NLNN starts failing. The noise fraction (from 0 to 0.6) was based on the
original work by Bekker & Goldberger ??, so in order to visualise the limits
of the EM module for Reuters data the noise fraction scale was increased
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Noise fraction
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Acc
0.796
0.798
0.793
0.790
0.796
0.793
0.791

Prec
0.787
0.794
0.793
0.790
0.790
0.789
0.787

Rec
0.796
0.798
0.793
0.790
0.796
0.793
0.791

F1 -score
0.783
0.785
0.782
0.776
0.783
0.783
0.782

Table 4.4: NLNN performance on Reuters data as a
function of uniform noise 48

from 0 to 0.95. The plot with this expanded scale (Figure 4.4) shows that
performance of NLNN does decrease steadily as the noise fraction increases.
The EM module recovers performance exceedingly well, and does not drop
below 70% until after the noise percentage is higher than 90%.
Figure 4.4: NN and NLNN performance on Reuters
data as a function of uniform noise, scale extended to
0.95
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4.2.3

Examining Flatness

The NLNN performed better on Reuters data than on MNIST data, despite
the MNIST task being conceptually more similar. In order to make these two
experimental circumstances more similar for better comparison, the NLNN
was tested on a reduced MNIST set. This reduced set held 8900 training
instances, comparable to Reuters 8982 newswires. What the results show
is that the NLNN is extremely unstable. Not only does the neural network
sometimes fail to make a successful model to begin with, the attempt to
model the noise distribution sometimes disturbs the neural network upon
retraining. When monitoring the changes in accuracy during the iteration
of the EM, what was visible was that when the pre-trained model was good,
the first few iterations of the EM algorithm improved upon or produced
results similar to this pre-trained model, but at a certain point the results
went down. Experiments with other fraction of the MNIST set showed that
stability increased as the dataset increased.
Figure 4.5: NN and NLNN performance on reduced
MNIST data as a function of uniform noise

A possible explanation for the impressive performance of the NLNN curve
in the Reuters experiment is that the data is not as complex as anticipated.
Apparently, the predictions of the NN part of the NLNN structure are quite
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good even when very few correct labels are available. This suggests that
given a certain configuration of features, it is easy to determine which label
the instance should have, as long as there are a few consistent labels in the
dataset. The EM module in the structure can then determine which the
consistent labels are, what the incorrect labels are, and what the most likely
true labels for the incorrectly labeled items are.
In order to test this hypothesis that the MNIST data includes instances
for which more correctly labeled training data is needed to discover the
relationship between the features and the labels, one can check the MNIST
data for confusable classes. Confusable classes are classes which correspond
to feature configurations which are similar to each other. By making a
confusion matrix for the MNIST data, I could see that items from class 2
were likely to be confused for a 7 (although not the other way around), and
items from class 5 were likely to wrongly be classified as a 3 (and, again, not
the other way around). Removing all items from class 2 and class 5 reduced
the data size from 55000 to 44298 and gave the results in Figure ??. We see
that flatness now also occurs in the graph.
Figure 4.6: Performance of NN and NLNN on
MNIST data with and without classes 2 and 5 as a
function of uniform noise.
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4.2.4

Conclusion

These results indicate that NLNNs are effective on other NLP tasks. On
a topic classification task, it almost completely recovers from noise. The
larger the dataset, the better the results, but on some tasks even a limited
amount of informative instances suffices. Even when the relation between
attributes and class assignments is not conceptually transparent, the NLNN
can retrieve a correct pattern despite noise.

4.3

Experiment 3: Named Entity Recognition

The previous experiments have shown that the NLNN performs well on
MNIST, TIMIT and Reuters data. The goal is now to show whether the
NLNN can also be applied successfully to Named Entity Recognition. NER
is a challenging natural language processing task that despite continuous
efforts remains unsolved. In order to be a good candidate for further study
on NER, the NLNN algorithm should perform well on challenging tasks and
it should be effective in the face of naturally occurring noise.
Compared to proving effectiveness on simpler tasks and on deliberately injected noise, demonstrating effectiveness on a challenging task and on natural noise is a non-trivial empirical task. If the NLNN’s performance disappoints, the cause is not immediately obvious. It could be due to a failure of
the EM algorithm to estimate the noise distribution, but the noise distribution is unknown and so the idiosyncrasies which caused the failure are unknown as well. It is also possible that the natural noise is simply too strong,
or that there is a problem with the underlying neural network structure. To
exclude the latter two causes, it must be ensured that the base model for the
NLNN is powerful enough to achieve decent performance. This experiment
will therefore employ a more refined neural network architecture.
The datasets for the two experiments are the English CoNLL 2003 data files
and BOLT LRL Hausa data. Hausa was chosen as an example of an underresourced language, for which there is a lack of manpower and expertise
available to develop non-supervised NLP solutions. Consequently, there is
a bigger need avoid human supervision and maximally leverage available
data, which the NLNN algorithm aims to achieve. To test the NLNN’s
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ability to handle random noise on an NER task, the English CoNLL data
set was injected with uniform noise. To observe its ability to handle more
complex noise distributions, it was also applied to inherently noisy data.
This inherently noisy data was was generated with an automatic labeling
script. Such inherently noisy data was also generated for Hausa.
The CoNLL 2003 data set was designed for the 2003 Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning (NLP) shared task. It consists of a
subset of the Reuters news corpus in which samples are words associated
with one of 8 NER labels (‘I-PER’, ‘B-PER’, ‘I-ORG’, ‘B-ORG’, ‘I-LOC’,
‘B-LOC’, ‘I-MISC’ and ‘B-MISC’) classifying entity type and order of importance in a multi-word entity. It counts 204567 training items and 51578 test
items. The dataset is provided in different language. For English, the language used here, top precision score, recall score and F1 -score were 88.99%,
88.54% and 88.76% among sixteen participants, achieved with a combination of learners including a Maximum Entropy Model [51]. The training set
size was 200k and the test set size was 55k.
The Broad Operational Language Translation (BOLT) LRL Hausa data set
is part of a language pack provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium.
It was released in 2015 and consists of text gathered from news sites, text
gathered from forums and weblogs, Wikipedia articles and twitter messages.
Simple NER tagging using ‘PER’, ‘LOC’ , ‘ORG’ and ‘TTL’ (title) tags as
well as more complex annotations are provided for most language packs.
The BOLT LRL Hausa data set was adapted to fit the needs of this experiment. All location, organisation and title (‘LOC’, ‘ORG’ and ‘TTL’)
tags were removed to reduce the task to a binary problem of person and
name recognition. The data set size was smaller than the English data: 6k
training instances and 1k test images.
On both files, the NLNN consists of the same EM implementation as previously, combined with a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Model originally designed for part-of-speech tagging [39]. Because NER is viewed as a
sequential prediction problem [42], solutions to Named Entity tasks typically
rely on Hidden Markov Models or Conditional Random Fields. Before we
present the results, the next section first defends the use of a deep learning
method combined with an automatic labeler and a noise-handling mechanism, given that it is not common to attempt to handle NER tagging this
way.
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4.3.1

Knowledge-based approaches meet NLNN

If there exists a decently-sized body of Wikipedia articles for a language,
one could extract from it a list of entities, map those to strings within an
unannotated text and thus perform NER in that language using minimal
resources. Although this approach is very simple, what it manages to address is the problem of prior knowledge within NER. NER is among the
more complex NLP tasks because distinguishing between entities requires
extensive information that is unrelated to language, and often requires textual understanding of phrases outside of the direct context of the word that
needs to be tagged. Gazetteers represent this world knowledge that is not
explicitly learned by even sophisticated classifiers.
However, because string-matching is not sensitive to syntax and other dependencies, ambiguous strings which could be an entity or not depending
on the context, or which even could belong to more than one class of entities, cannot be properly classified. For example, the strings ‘April’ and
‘Wednesday’ in some contexts represent one kind of entity (names), and in
other contexts represent another (dates). External knowledge sources can
identify the less obvious or usual meanings of the strings as entities, but by
themselves cannot say whether this was the intended meaning in each case
where the string occurs. In the Hausa data, ‘baya’ is a common word but it
may be tagged as a name since some gazetteers include the name Baya.
What is needed to solve ambiguous Named Entity cases is the ability to take
non-local features into account. For this reason, non-Knowledge-based approaches to NER usually frame it as a sequential prediction problem with an
input sequence x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) and an output sequence y = (y1 , . . . , yn ).
The probability p(yi |x, yi−m , . . . , yi−1 can be predicted using an HMM classifier [41], a sequential perceptron [9] or a CRF classifier [34].
With these kind of systems, the features provided to the classifiers can be
many. They usually include (1) the current word xi , (2) the shape and form
of the current word, .e.g capitalisation, presence of digits, (3) the context
of the word, e.g. previous words xi−n . . . . , xi−1 , future words xi+1 . . . xi+n ,
(4) the prediction-context of the word, e.g. previous predictions yi−n yi−1 ,
future predictions yi+1 yi+n , (5) POS tags (6) Gazetteers.
Besides feature engineering, another important topic in the design of such
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classification systems is how to segment the text and how to represent the
segments. This is not an easy question to answer. Studies have shown
that the choice of an encoding scheme can have a big impact on the system
performance and that the most known scheme is not always the one which
performs best.
An example of a modern system which learns patterns based on the current
word, the context words and the context predictions is a neural network with
an LSTM [22]. An advantage is that the LSTM is able to do so without
requiring decisions about text segmentation, and without requiring explicit
feature engineering.
What the system lacks is real-world information such as that provided by
gazetteers. On the one hand, bi-LSTMS can reach state-of-the-art performance on NER data without external knowledge [35]. On the other hand
simple lookup of entities in a dictionary already gives a 71.91 F1 -score performance, despite problems with ambiguities and with certain new or rare
entities not appearing in the dictionary [42]. That suggests gazetteers are
quite useful.
One option is to combine a neural net approach with a knowledge-based approach by re-tagging data that has been tagged using gazetteers. This would
retain the reliable information provided by the knowledge-based method and
then infuse context-based information extracted by neural network. Retagging with a classifier in this manner has proved useful before [10]. However, bi-LSTMs are known to be robust to low rates of noise, but may not
be robust enough for the higher noise percentages in a labelset that was
generated using only gazetteers [39].
A solution could be to add an EM module and create a combined Knowledgebased NLNN approach. The LSTM would detect patterns in the non-noisy
parts of the output of a Distant Supervision approach. It would in some cases
improve upon the original label because it is more sensitive to the context.
From these improved labels the EM algorithm would iteratively estimate a
likely noise distribution from the hidden true label y to the observed noisy
labels z. No feature engineering, feature selection, normalization or data
processing would need to take place. If the retagged data is indeed better, it
should be more similar to a set of clean labels provided by human annotators.
This is precisely what the NER-experiment attempts to demonstrate.
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4.3.2

Method

The base model to the NLNN structure was a bi-LSTM with a single prediction layer and a hidden layer size of 200 nodes that was iterated for 30 times
for pre-training and 10 times during the iteration. It was trained on three
types of data: on English CoNLL-2003 data injected with uniform noise, on
English CoNLL-2003 data that has been tagged with an automatic labeling
script, and on Hausa BOLT data.
The automatic tagger matched strings to a collection of English first and
last names, a list of persons, a list of locations and a list of Organisations
all based on Wikipedia and Freebase data. Such an approach is known to
be noisy and some developers of automatic taggers put special effort into
avoiding generating noise [37] but this particularly tagger was built as part
of an overall system in which noise was dealt with after automatic labeling
had been done [10].
For Hausa, a gazetteer of person names was more difficult to create, as there
appear to be no handcrafted gazetteers available in this language. Instead a
gazetteer was made out of a list of Hausa actors, musicians and producers4 ,
as well as an extracted list of person names in some withheld Hausa data.
The gazetteer also included the English person names to cover the foreign
names inevitably appearing in Hausa news and twitter messages.

4.3.3

Results

Uniform distribution
Figure 4.7 shows the accuracy scores obtained with and without learning of
a noise distribution. The metrics were applied on the level of tokens rather
than sequences to relax the difficulty of the task.
The results show that the NLNN is able to improve performance, although
the difference is very small. A more accurate evaluation for this task is the
F1 -score, which is shown in 4.8.
4

http://hausafilms.tv/cast and crew
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Figure 4.7: NLNN, NN and NN-true θ performance
(accuracy) on CoNLL-2003 data as a function of uniform noise

Figure 4.8: NLNN, NN and NN-true θ performance
(F1 -score) on CoNLL-2003 data as a function of uniform noise

As before, at very low as well as at higher levels of noise the NLNN performs
similarly to a naive NN. At an intermediate amount of noise it performs best,
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in this case even improving upon the NLNN with a fixed true θ.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 give the accuracy, recall, precision and F1 -score achieve by
the NN and the NLNN on English CoNLL data. They show a steady decline
in the F1 -score as noise increases, with a smaller drop in performance in the
NLNN is applied. When looking at the F1 -score, the difference between the
NN and NLNN is more noticeable than in the accuracy score. On the F1 score, he NLNN performs better than a regular bi-LSTM on intermediate
levels of noise, but also at 60% noise.
Noise fraction
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Acc
0.979
0.978
0.972
0.971
0.971
0.969
0.965

Prec
0.866
0.850
0.795
0.802
0.792
0.777
0.743

Rec
0.869
0.867
0.846
0.828
0.842
0.825
0.797

F1 -score
0.865
0.860
0.819
0.815
0.816
0.800
0.769

Table 4.5: NN performance on CoNLL-2003 data as a
function of uniform noise

Noise fraction
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Acc
0.978
0.978
0.977
0.976
0.976
0.970
0.966

Prec
0.862
0.859
0.842
0.834
0.831
0.789
0.747

Rec
0.862
0.870
0.867
0.852
0.860
0.822
0.818

F1 -score
0.862
0.865
0.854
0.843
0.845
0.805
0.781

Table 4.6: NLNN performance on CoNLL-2003 data as
a function of uniform noise

Unknown distribution
The NLNN was trained on automatically tagged data in English and Hausa.
Figure 4.9 show the accuracy, precision, recall and F1 -score. What stands
out is the low F1 -score compared to the accuracy. Despite the overall low
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performance, a very small improvement in performance can be found when
using the NLNN. Most of the improvement seems to be in recall.
Figure 4.9: NN and NLNN results on automatically
NER-tagged CoNLL-2003 data

The results on Hausa data are shown in 4.10. The binary task expectedly
gives high accuracy score. However, it seems that the automatically tagged
labels gave many false positive. This gave very low precision and an F1 -score
that is only a little higher than 50.
The EM module was not able to estimate a noise distribution from the initial
estimation by the bi-LSTM. Each original label was completely trusted,
resulting in identical predictions on the test set.

Noise analysis
Since the EM module was unable to estimate the unknown noise distribution,
it is interesting to try to reconstruct what aspects of the noise may have
made it hard to estimate. Manual inspection of the false positives and false
negatives reveals several possible source.
Out of the false negatives, 57% involved lower-case items. Although most of
these were duplicates of the same few items, this error data is complemented
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Figure 4.10: NN and NLNN results on automatically Person-tagged BOLT data

by the false positives error data which consists entirely of upper-case items,
including many which were capitalised because of their initial position in the
sentence. Examples include the following, where ‘kasar’ and ‘a’ appear to be
regular Hausa words that are only capitalised at the start of the sentence.
Token
amin
Kasar
A

True
PER
O
O

Predicted
O
PER
PER

It seems to a degree the bi-LSTM learned the relationship between the
form and the name and functions more like an ill-informed gazetteer than a
context-sensitive tagger.
Secondly, it is possible that the noise distribution was hard to learn because
the original human annotations are not entirely clean. An example of a
possible errors is:
Token
boko
haram
Ibrahim

True
PER
PER
O
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Predicted
O
O
PER
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Finally, it is possible that removing the tags for location, organisation and
other non-person entities made it more difficult for the tagger to differentiate
between person entities and capitalised words which do not refer to persons.
Token
boko
haram
Ibrahim

4.3.4

True
PER
PER
O

Predicted
O
O
PER

Discussion

It was mentioned before that the EM tends to converge to a local optimum,
and that it is very sensitive to initialisation. One way of looking of seeing
the NER experiments is as a test of the quality of output of a pre-trained
NN as an initial estimation of the true labels. On the English data, the
NLNN is able to recover from noise to a certain degree, suggesting that the
pre-trained model’s output was more consistent than the noisy labels, and
that this allowed the EM algorithm to find a most likely noise distribution.
Since on the CoNLL-2003 data the NLNN makes a small difference compared
to an NN only approach, it seems some positive evidence exists in favour
of a cycle of automatic labeling, bi-LSTM pre-training, noise distribution
estimation and bi-LSTM retraining. As previously suggested by Bekker and
Goldberger [2], the NLNN on English data performed better than an NLNN
with a fixed true θ, suggesting that it picked up on more noise than was
injected.
On the Hausa data, it appears the initialisation and iterative improved estimation failed. The pre-trained model may have functioned too similarly to
a gazetteer and may not have been context-sensitive enough and therefore
not consistent with the percept, or rather consistent in the wrong way.
The results on the Hausa data have a higher recall than precision. This is in
line of what can be expected of a string-matching method. Unfortunately,
it seems this type of annotation does not lend itself well to the kind of noise
distribution estimation performed within the NLNN algorithm.
The fact that on both datasets the F1 -score was rather low suggests that
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perhaps the bi-LSTM could have been better tuned. It is very possible that
by using a more powerful network, a better base F1 -score could have been
achieved not powerful enough for the data. It is very possible that better
tuning of the network would have been sufficient to improve the scores to
an acceptable level.
An error analysis was performed to develop ideas about what may have
made the noise distribution hard to estimate. What appeared was that the
‘clean’ data was perhaps not entirely clean, and contained items that the
model should not have predicted correctly even if it had performed very
well. It is also possible that the model would have performed better on
multi-class classification than on the reduced binary classification task it was
given. Whether or not these intuitions are true can be studied by training
a powerful NLNN on very clean data that includes all tags. If we believe
the CoNLL English set to meet those requirements, then it has already
been demonstrated that under these circumstances the NLNN can in fact
improve performance by estimating a noise distribution for automatically
tagged data.

4.3.5

Conclusion

Noise in NER tags presents a challenge to the NLNN algorithm, but not an
unsurmountable one. On CoNLL NER data, a bi-LSTM base model benefits
from a following EM stage. Performance increases, even at 60% noise. This
was observed despite the fact that the deep learning approach was not wellsuited to the task. What is more, the positive effect was observed not only
on random noise but also on noise drawn from an unknown distribution.
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Conclusion
There are many reasons to expect the way forward in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) to come from effective non-supervised methods. They
offer a significant drop in required time and effort, they are scalable and they
allow for accelerated learning through effective self-improvement. Continued
reliance on human annotated data may hinder efforts to create larger and
larger datasets, as these are hard to keep clean, and it also increases the gap
between well-resourced and under-resourced languages.
One hurdle on the path of further development of non-supervised methods is
the problem of label noise. Automatically gathered data is bound to contain
some noise, and many deep learning methods are not explicitly made noiserobust. Noise in label data has proven harmful to performance, and so there
is a need for systems which effectively handle noise.
Named Entity Recognition is a good example of a task on has not been
impacted as deeply by deep learning as other NLP domains. But if a deep
learning approach could recover very well from label noise, it could contribute by retagging data that has been labeled with help of gazetteers and
is too noisy to be used on its own. This method could be a way to build
more reliable automatically generated datasets for low-resource languages.
One possible solution for label noise is the so-called Noisy Labels Neural
Network (NLNN) algorithm which has been presented in this thesis. It is
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an approach which estimates a noise distribution and uses it to improve the
performance of a neural network. The noise distribution is approximated
with the Expectation Maximization algorithm based on estimations of true,
non-noisy labels produced by a neural network. Unlike previous works, it
successfully explicitly models a noise distribution within needing any clean
data. This is an advantage, because the availability of clean data is far from
a given. The approach is simple and easy to implement, but its effectiveness has been demonstrated only on MNIST handwriting recognition data
and TIMIT phoneme classification data, and only on injected uniform and
permutation noise.
To test whether the NLNN algorithm can be used on other tasks and on real
noise, the method was first re-implemented with a simpler Neural Network
structure. This demonstrated replicability under similar circumstances, and
achieved comparable performance despite a less optimal base model.
On a topic classification task, NLNN performed well. This task involved
labeling texts with topics and should be a more challenging task, but the
NLNN recovered well. These results indicate that NLNNs can be applied to
classic NLP tasks and that they can almost completely recover from noise.
On the final NER experiments, results were mixed but still promising. They
consisted of a performance test on English uniformly noisy data, English naturally noisy data and Hausa naturally noisy data. The base model was a
bi-LSTM. The natural noise was created with an automatic tagger developed for a knowledge-based distant supervision approach. The tagger used
gazetteers from Wikipedia and Freebase. It was chosen because gazetteerbased approaches are still being used within the NER subdomain. The results showed increased improvements on the uniform noise data in English,
with performance increasing for noise levels as high as 60% of the data, as
well as on the naturally noisy data in English, but not on the Hausa dataset.
This dataset may have been too small.
In this domain, classifiers have to be both context-sensitive and aware of
real-world knowledge. This method of re-tagging gazetteer-based tags with a
bi-LSTM network and an EM noise distribution estimator should be contextsensitive, have access to some real-world knowledge and should be able to
recover from noise in the automatically generated data. These experiments
give evidence for the effectiveness of such a training cycle. They also show
transferability of the EM module to the NER task.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

In summary, these experiments demonstrate increased noise-robustness when
using the NLNN algorithm on natural language processing tasks of moderate and high complexity. Noise-robustness was shown on both on random
noise and on noise from an unknown, naturally occuring noise distribution.
No clean data was needed in the process, and due to independence from the
NN base model the method can be applied to tasks which require higher
computing power and will still be useful as NN research develops in new
directions.
Trends towards deep learning approaches which leverage small amounts of
labeled data and improve upon them have brought considerable steps forward in machine learning. Continuing this trend requires a further focus on
improving deep learning approaches by equipping them empowering modules
such as the EM-based NLNN noise distribution estimation algorithm. By
combining techniques and continuously trying new things, more noise-robust
NER taggers will eventually be developed, allowing NER to benefit better
from existing datasets and even create higher-quality sets in all languages
in need of them.
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Addendum: improvement on Hausa experiment
The NLNN method failed to improve upon a bi-LSTM model for a binary
‘Person’ or ‘Non-person’ classification of Hausa-data. There are several reasons not related to the NLNN method that can explain this failure. One
possibility is that the bi-LSTM did not have enough Hausa data on which
to base sufficiently accurate predictions. Another possible reason is that the
Hausa training data generated with the automatic labeling script was too
noisy.
To test whether these confusing factors were at play I collected previously inaccessible BOLT Hausa data, bringing the data up to 10k training instances
and 1k test instances. The noisy data was then mixed with clean data to
reduce the overall amount of noise. The ratio of clean to automatically
generated data was 10%.
A confusion matrix between the noisy and clean data in Table 5.1 shows
that the noisy data is missing 148 Person labels and has 135 incorrect Person
labels, which means the system encounters roughly 1 missing or incorrect
Person-label for every 6 correct Person-labels.

Non-pers
Pers

Non-Pers
90350
135

Pers
148
1791

Table 5.1: Confusion matrix for 10% automatically labeled BOLT Hausa data versus clean BOLT Hausa data
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Figure 5.1 shows the results on this data of a NN trained with and without
an included noise distribution model. The f-score of the NLNN is higher
than that of the NN, and this difference is larger higher degree than on
the English task, suggesting that improvement through noise distribution
modeling is indeed possible on low-resource language data. The NLNN
mainly achieved improvement in the recall score, suggesting that by learning
from the instances features’ and disregarding unreliable labels the NLNN
model detected several new persons in the test data.
Figure 5.1: NN and NLNN results on automatically
Person-tagged BOLT data with 10% automatically
tagged data
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